Delivering intellectual property solutions across the innovation lifecycle

1M users, 30 countries, 5K clients, Since 1978.

Intellectual Property

Business Intelligence Software
- Orbit Intelligence
  Powerful patent searching and analysis
  Add-ons: Orbit BioSequence and Orbit Chemistry
- Orbit Trademark
  Trademark searching, watching and analysis

Asset Management Software
- Orbit Invention
  Collaborative Invention-to-Filing, and Blockchain-based IP protection
- Orbit Asset
  Business focused, automated docketing and financial forecasting

IP Process Support Services
- Priority Filing
- International Filing
- Maintenance
- Prior art and Drafting
- Prosecution support
- International filing
- Translation
- Renewals

Operational Excellence Services
- Paralegal Services
- Recordals
- Consulting
- Cost Management
- E-Learning

Process Management Software
- Orbit Idea
  Collaborative idea generation
- Orbit Partnering
  Relationships management, secured collaborations and contracts
- Orbit Seed
  Create the IP for your maturing projects

Business Intelligence Software
- Orbit Innovation
  Business-oriented dashboards for innovators

Innovation

Data